The accelerator structure groups for NLC (Next Linear Collider) and GLC (Global Linear Colliders) have successfully collaborated on the research and development of a major series of advanced accelerator structures based on room-temperature technology at Xband frequency. The progress in design, simulation, microwave measurement and high gradient tests are summarized in this paper. The recent effort in design and fabrication of the accelerator structure prototype for the main linac is presented in detail including HOM (High Order Mode) suppression and design of HOM couplers and fundamental mode couplers, optimized accelerator cavities as well as plans for future structures.
HIGH GRADIENT TEST STRUCTURES
Since 2000, more then thirty structures with different length, aperture, phase advance and coupler design have been built and tested at the NLCTA. [1] Through the thorough comparison and analysis we have selected the following main accelerator parameters: 60 cm of length, 5π/6 phase advance /cell, low group velocity with optimal attenuation factor of 0.5-0.6 for optimal RF efficiency. different gradients. The factor of two lower trip rate has been successfully reached. [2] DEVELOPMENT OF H60VG4SL17
Accelerator Design
As the first generation of full featured HDDS structures, four H60VG4SL17 type of structures are in the final assembly stage of fabrication. Figure 2 shows four HOM couplers in both input and output ends. Fundamental input/output couplers are waveguide type. In order to reduce the field in the input end, the dipole mode detuned distribution becomes asymmetric. A Sech 1.5 function distribution was adopted for better dipole mode suppression. The predicted wakefield is shown in Fig. 3 . Accelerator Cup Fabrication Figure 1 shows one of accelerator cups for the latest structures, which are fabricated through a combination of precise milling and tuning. For KEK produced cups, final finish was done by single-diamond turning. The fundamental mode (TM01) frequencies and dipole mode (HEM) frequencies were measured by using a single cup microwave QC setup. The results for the first band of dipole mode were shown in Figure 1 . The left plot shows the very smooth change for the frequencies corresponding to the cups of two interleaved structures A and B in the sequence of 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B and so on. Right plot shows the distribution of frequencies in comparison with accurately calculated theoretical values. 
HOM Coupler Design and Verification
HOM couplers are critical elements to connect each HOM manifold and corresponding WR62 load with good match. A scattering matrix computer code S3p was used to theoretically design the HOM couplers. Figure 6 shows a model with symmetric feeds and better than 0.1 of reflection coefficient within structure first dipole band has been reached with our design. In order to examine the accuracy of the electrical design and mechanical fabrication for those HOM couplers, a cold test assembly of H60VG4SL17B output end HOM coupler was tested. By sequentially changing the number of cups between back-to-back HOM couplers at certain frequency, the amplitude of reflection coefficient within dipole mode pass band can be mapped out. The consistency between measurement and theory gave us the confidence to fabricate such complicated elements. 
NEXT PROTOTYPE STRUCTURES Optimization of Accelerator Disks
To improve the shunt impedance of the structures by 10 to 15%, a structure incorporating rounded cells is being studied and test cups are being machined. The main technical challenge is to machine round-edged pie-shape slots along curved cavity wall. High speed ball milling is the first option. The second choice is to mill with a shaped tool in a 5-axis milling machine, then a so called "leekhead" cavity shape design is needed in order to allow the tool to cut the curved slot edges near the cavity outer wall. 
Fundamental Coupler
We plan to adapt a compact design (shown in Figure 9 ), which was used in early RDDS1 structure for both input/output fundamental couplers. Trapped modes need to be studied very carefully as was done for H60VG4S17 structures. [3] Figure 9: Compact fundamental couplers
HOM Coupler and load
In present design, the HOM modes are transmitted through a mitered WR62 bend to an external load and pick-up assembly. In order to reduce the complexity and fabrication cost, there are three proposed and designed configurations for HOM coupler ports as showed in Fig.  10 . Design A is so called in-line load type, where microwave absorbers are located inside of manifolds. The technical challenges are good broad band HOM matching and low absorption for fundamental mode power. Design B is to braze transverse WR62 loads directly on HOM port. Design C is to use waveguide to coax adapter terminated by a coax load. 
Wire measurement
A wire-based structure experimental method [4] is being developed to quickly and inexpensively analyze the wakefield suppression properties of accelerator structures. Using a 300-micron thick brass wire, measurements of the structure S-parameters are made to compute the impedances for the monopole band and higher dipole mode bands. The test results for a standing-wave structure, a short traveling-wave structure, and the RDDS1 structure (see Fig. 11 ) show a reasonable agreement with computer simulations. 
